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a b s t r a c t
A benzenoid system G is k-resonant if any set F of no more than k disjoint hexagons is a
resonant pattern, i.e, G − F has a perfect matching. In 1990’s M. Zheng constructed the 3-
resonant benzenoid systems and showed that they aremaximally resonant, that is, they are
k-resonant for all k ≥ 1. Recently, the equivalence of 3-resonance and maximal resonance
has been shown to be valid also for coronoid systems, carbon nanotubes, polyhexes in tori
and Klein bottles, and fullerene graphs. So our main problem is to investigate the extent of
graphs possessing this interesting property. In this paper, by replacing the above hexagons
with even faces, we define k-resonance of graphs in surfaces, possibly with boundary, in a
unified way. Some exceptions exist. For plane polygonal systems tessellated with polygons
of even size at least six such that all inner vertices have the same degree three and the
others have degree two or three, we show that such 3-resonant polygonal systems are
indeed maximally resonant. They can be constructed by gluing and lapping operations on
three types of basic graphs.
© 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
Resonance is related to an aromatic sextet [2] in Clar’s aromatic sextet theory and Randić’s conjugated circuit model
[7–12] and was first investigated for benzenoid systems [4,24,25]. Benzenoid systems are finite 2-connected plane graphs
with every interior face bounded by a regular hexagon. A coronoid system is a benzenoid system with ‘‘holes’’ (non-
hexagonal interior faces). A benzenoid or coronoid system is called k-resonant (k > 1) if any i (0 6 i 6 k) disjoint hexagons
of it are mutually resonant.
The 1-resonant benzenoid systems have been completely characterized [17]. The problem of constructing 2-resonant
benzenoid systems has been not solved yet. However, 3-resonant benzenoid systems were constructed by Zheng [25] as
follows.
Theorem 1.1 ([25]). A benzenoid system is 3-resonant if and only if it can be constructed from a set of k benzenoid systems of
the following four kinds by k− 1 fusing operations such that in each operation the glued edges are the edges marked only.
Further, Zheng [24] showed that a 3-resonant benzenoid system is necessarily k-resonant for any k ≥ 1. The concept of k-
resonance was extended naturally to other polyhex graphs on planes, cylinders, tori and Klein bottles, as well as fullerenes
on spheres. 3-resonant coronoid systems [1], toroidal polyhexes [13,21], Klein-bottle polyhexes [5,14], open-ended nan-
otubes [18], and fullerenes [16] are all k-resonant for any k ≥ 1. So our main problem is to investigate the extent of graphs
possessing this interesting property. For more information on k-resonance, please see [3,6,19].
We first consider graphs on a surface. A closed surface is a connected and compact Hausdorff space which is locally
homeomorphic to an open disc in the plane. A surface, possibly with boundary, is simply a closed surface with a number of
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Fig. 1. Four kinds of benzenoid systems to construct all the 3-resonant benzenoid systems.
holes (open discs that have been removed). For example, the cylinder and theMöbius strip are orientable and non-orientable
surfaces with boundary respectively. A graph G on a surface S is an embedding of a graph in S so that each face (a connected
component of S \G) is homeomorphic to an open disc in the plane, the boundary of each face is a cycle of the graph, and the
boundary of each hole forms a subgraph of the graph.
We now define the k-resonance in a unified way as follows. For a graph G on a surface S, a setH of disjoint even faces of
G is said to be a resonant pattern if G has a perfect matchingM and the boundary of each face inH is anM-alternating cycle.
If G has a perfect matching, an empty set is also a resonant pattern. A graph G on a surface S is called k-resonant (k > 1) if
any i (0 6 i 6 k) disjoint even faces form a resonant pattern. For plane benzenoid or coronoid systems, the exterior face and
holes are excluded in resonant patterns. For fullerenes on a sphere, although pentagons may not be ‘‘holes’’, they are odd
faces and thus are excluded. For open-end nanotubes, two ends are regarded as ‘‘holes’’.
For convenience, we propose a concept as follows. A graph G on a surface is calledmaximally resonant if any set of disjoint
even faces of G is a resonant pattern, i.e., G is k-resonant for any k ≥ 1. Hence the previous property becomes ‘‘3-resonance
impliesmaximal resonance’’. Our problem is to study this property and characterizemaximally resonant graphs on a surface.
In addition to the above types of graphs, 3-resonant bipartite polyhedral graphs and boron–nitrogen fullerenes on spheres
without holes are maximally resonant [15,20]. But two examples in the final part of this paper show that the property does
not always hold.
In this paper we consider a plane polygonal system, where the infinite face is a natural ‘‘hole’’ and excluded from the
resonant patterns. So, in the following, ‘‘face’’ in a plane graph always means a finite face (interior face). Let G be the class
of 2-connected plane bipartite graphs such that each interior face is a polygon of even sides with size at least six and every
inner vertex having degree 3 while the others have degree 2 or 3. In particular, G contains all the benzenoid systems.
The characterization for 1-resonant graphs G in G has been given in three equivalent ways: G is elementary (each edge
is contained in a perfect matching) [22], G has a reducible face decompositions [22], and the boundary of G (the boundary
of the infinite face of G) is resonant [23].
In this paper, we characterize all the maximally resonant graphs in G. Like the benzenoid systems, we first obtain several
‘‘basic’’ kinds of 3-resonant graphs in G, from which we then construct all the 3-resonant graphs in G. To our surprise,
the construction method for 3-resonant graphs in G is similar to 3-resonant benzenoid systems, although we ignore the
geometrical features of the polygons. On the other hand, the polygonal systems constructed by ourmethod are allmaximally
resonant, which implies that 3-resonant graphs in G are also maximally resonant.
2. 3-resonant graphs in Gwith no separating faces
The inner dual D(G) of a plane graph G is the dual of Gwithout the vertex corresponding to the infinite face of G. For any
G ∈ G, since each interior face of D(G) corresponds to an inner vertex of G which has degree 3, D(G) is a plane graph with
each interior face bounded by a triangle. The number of 2-degree vertices is computed for graphs in G.
Lemma 2.1. Let G ∈ G. Then G has at least six 2-degree vertices on its boundary.
Proof. Let k1, k2 and k3 be the number of 2-degree vertices, 3-degree vertices on the boundary and inner vertices of G,
respectively. Suppose G has n vertices,m edges and f faces. Then
n = k1 + k2 + k3
and
2m = 2k1 + 3(k2 + k3) = 3n− k1.
Since the size of the exterior face is k1 + k2,∑
i>6
ifi + k1 + k2 = 2m,
where fi is the number of interior faces with size i in G. Then





ifi + 2k1 + k2
3
.
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Fig. 2. Forbidden subgraphs of graphs in G.





Thus, for G, Euler’s Formula n−m+ f = 2 can be expressed as(∑
i>6












fi + 1 = 2,
that is,
6+ k2 − k1 =
∑
i>6
(6− i)fi 6 0.
Since k2 > 0, we have
k1 > 6. 
Polygonal systems in G have all inner vertices with degree 3. Hence, the common boundary of two adjacent faces
(polygons) consists of disjoint edges.
Corollary 2.2. Let G ∈ G. Then G has none of the following graphs as subgraphs: (a) two adjacent faces f1 and f2, which contain
two neighbors of a vertex v, respectively, but do not contain v; (b) three pairwise adjacent faces that are connected by three
disjoint edges; and (c) two faces sharing more than one edge (see Fig. 2).
Proof. Suppose that G has one of these graphs as a subgraph. Then G contains a subgraph H (enclosed by the dashed cycle),
which also belongs to G but has less than six 2-degree vertices on the boundary (see Fig. 2). That is a contradiction by
Lemma 2.1. Hence, G contains no such subgraphs. 
By Corollary 2.2, the following property is immediately obtained.
Corollary 2.3. Let G ∈ G. Then the common boundary of every pair of adjacent faces of G is an edge.
Now we turn to the 3-resonant polygonal systems in G.
Lemma 2.4. Let G ∈ G. If G has an inner vertex whose three neighbors are all inner vertices, then it is not 3-resonant.
Proof. Let v be an inner vertex of G. Suppose that its three neighbors v1, v2 and v3 are all inner vertices. Then there are three
faces f1, f2 and f3 of G such that vi ∈ V (fi) and v 6∈ V (f1 ∪ f2 ∪ f3). By Corollary 2.2(a), f1, f2 and f3 are pairwise disjoint. By the
similar argument of Corollary 2.2, f1, f2 and f3 are pairwise different. Then v is an isolated vertex of G− f1 − f2 − f3. Hence
G is not 3-resonant. 
In the following, we first characterize 3-resonant polygonal systems without separating faces, where a separating face is
one whose removal disconnects the graph. A face f of a plane graph is an internal face if all the vertices on the boundary of
f are inner vertices.
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a 3-resonant polygonal system in G without separating faces. If G has internal faces, then D(G) is a wheel
with odd vertices.
Proof. Let f be an internal face of G and f1, f2, . . . , f2m (m > 2) the neighboring faces of f in the cyclic order, each of which
is adjacent to both the preceding face and the successor. Suppose that f ∩ fi = ei (1 6 i 6 2m). Then fi and fj are adjacent if
and only if i = j± 1 or {i, j} = {1, 2m} by Corollary 2.2(b). Let vi (1 6 i 6 2m− 1) be the vertex of V (fi) ∩ V (fi+1) not on f
and v2m the one of V (f2m) ∩ V (f1) not on f .
Suppose that there are other faces in G besides f , f1, f2, . . . , f2m. Then there is at least one, say f ′, containing some vi,
since G has no separating faces. Without loss of generality, suppose that v1 lies on f ′. Then v1 is an inner vertex. Let v be the
common end vertex of e1 and e2. Then v is an inner vertexwhose three neighbors are all inner vertices. It is a contradiction by
Lemma 2.4. Hence f , f1, f2, . . . , f2m are the only interior faces of G and thusD(G) is a wheel with odd vertices (see Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. A 3-resonant polygonal system G and its inner dual D(G).
Fig. 4. A 3-resonant polygonal system G and its inner dual D(G).
Fig. 5. The illustration for the proof of Lemma 2.6.
A triangular chain is a 2-connected outer plane graph consisting of triangles t1, t2, . . . , tn such that for any i, j with
1 6 i < j 6 n, ti and tj share an edge if and only if j = i+ 1. The length of a path P is the number of edges of P .
Lemma 2.6. Let G be a 3-resonant polygonal system inGwithout separating faces. If G has no internal faces but has inner vertices,
then D(G) is a triangular chain with two 2-degree vertices on its ends and each other vertex of odd degree. Moreover, D(G) consists
of even triangles.
Proof. Since G has no internal faces and no separating faces, the inner vertices of G induce a tree T . In fact, T is a path by
Lemma 2.4. Note that the triangles of D(G) correspond to the vertices of T one to one. Since T is a path, D(G) is a triangular
chain (see Fig. 4).
Each of the first and last triangles of D(G) has a 2-degree vertex, since each of them shares an edge with exactly one other
triangle. But each other triangle shares two edges with two triangles. So the other vertices of D(G) have degree more than
two.
In fact, we can show that they all have odd degrees. Suppose that a vertex ofD(G), sayw, has degree 2m (>4). Let f be the
face of G corresponding to w and f1, f2, . . . , f2m the neighboring faces of f successively (see Fig. 5). Since G has no internal
faces, we may assume that f1 ∩ f2m = ∅. By Corollary 2.2(b), fi and fj are disjoint for i 6= j± 1. Moreover, G has no separating
faces. Hence fi and fi+1 are adjacent for i = 1, . . . , 2m−1. Thus (⋃2mi=1 fi)∩ f is a 2m-length path P . Then G− f1− f2m contains
an odd component f − P . That means that G is not 2-resonant, a contradiction. Hence, all the vertices of D(G) except the two
on the ends have odd degrees.
Denote the number of triangles in D(G) by h. Then |V (D(G))| = h+ 2, where exactly two vertices of D(G) have degree 2
and any other has odd degree. Since the degree sum of any graph is even, h should be even. 
A path P in a graph G is called a chain if all internal vertices (not the end vertices) of P have degree 2 but the degree of any
end vertex of P is not equal to 2 in G. A chain is even (resp. odd) if it has even (resp. odd) edges. A polygonal systemwithout
inner vertices is called catacondensed.
Lemma 2.7. Let G be a 3-resonant catacondensed polygonal system in G. Then D(G) is a tree. Moreover, each chain of G is odd.
Proof. Since G has no inner vertices, D(G) is a tree. Suppose P is an even chain of G lying on the face f . Suppose that the two
ends of P belong to two faces f1 and f2 (maybe f1 = f2) adjacent to f , respectively. Note that in a subgraph formed by three
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Fig. 6. (a) A kite; (b) The illustration for the proof of Lemma 3.3.
pairwise adjacent faces, there should be inner vertices. Since G is catacondensed, f1, f2 may be the same face or disjoint. In
either case, G− f1 − f2 contains an odd component induced by the internal vertices of P . That is a contradiction. 
If a 3-resonant catacondensed polygonal system G has no separating faces, then the cyclomatic number γ (G) 6 2. The
cyclomatic number of a plane graph G is the number of inner faces of G. If γ (G) = 2, G is the union of two even faces sharing
one edge, while if γ (G) = 1, it is just an even cycle.
3. Construction of 3-resonant polygonal systems in G
We call polygonal systems in Gwhose inner dual are described in Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 F-type (flower) and D-type (double
chain) polygonal systems, respectively.We call thosewith no even chains, whose inner dual are trees, T-type (tree) polygonal
systems. In particular, a single even cycle is called the O-type. We can see the following.
Proposition 3.1. There are no 3-degree vertices in the subgraph induced by the inner vertices of an F-type, D-type, or O-type
polygonal system.
Still, let G ∈ G. A subgraph R of G is called an even cover of G if R is spanning and consists of disjoint faces and odd
(length) paths of G, where every vertex of the odd paths is a 2-degree vertex on the boundary of G. Then the following
lemma is obvious.
Lemma 3.2. Let G be a plane graph with an even cover R. Then for any S ⊆ R, both S and G− S have perfect matchings using
only edges of R.
Then we have the following result.
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a polygonal system of either O-type, F-type, or D-type. Then G has an even cover.
Proof. O-type: G is an even cycle. Then each of its two perfect matchings is an even cover.
F-type: Let f be the internal face of G and f1, f2, . . . , f2m be the faces in cyclic order around f . Take out f1, f3, . . . , f2m−1. They
cover all the vertices of f and themselves. On the other hand, G−⋃mi=1 f2i−1 is a disjoint union of odd paths P2, P4, . . . , P2m,
where P2i ⊆ f2i(1 6 i 6 m) and its every vertex is of 2-degree in G. Then {f1, f3, . . . , f2m−1, P2, P4, . . . , P2m} is an even
cover of G. In fact, there is another even cover of G, named {f2, f4, . . . , f2m, P1, P3, . . . , P2m−1}, where Pj is the component of
G−⋃mi=1 f2i on fj for j = 1, 3, . . . , 2m− 1.
D-type: TakeD(G) into consideration. Suppose thatD(G)has even triangles labeled t1, t2, . . . , t2n successively. Then t2i−1∪t2i
is a kite, named ki, for each 1 6 i 6 n (see Fig. 6(a)). D(G) has exactly n kites, any two of which do not share a common
triangle. In a single kite ki, there are two 2-degree vertices which we call wings and two 3-degree vertices adjacent to the
wings and lying on both the triangles of ki.
Letw1 andw2 be the two wings of k1. One of them, sayw2, is a vertex of k2. We claim thatw2 is also a wing of k2. If not,
w2 should be a common vertex of t3, t4 together with t2. Suppose that t2 ∩ t3 = e1 = w2w′2, t3 ∩ t4 = e2 and e3 is the third
edge of t3 (see Fig. 6(b)). Then e3 is a boundary edge, since t3 is adjacent to at most two triangles. Thenw′2 has degree 4. That
is impossible asw′2 has odd degree. Hencew2 is a wing of k2 andw2 is not on t4. Thusw2 has degree 3.
Then take the second wing of k2 as w3 and so on. We can show, by the same argument as above, that wi is a wing of
both ki−1 and ki for i = 2, 3, . . . , n and has degree 3. At last, take the second wing of kn (i.e., the other 2-degree vertex of
D(G)) aswn+1. LetW = {w1, w2, . . . , wn+1}. Since two wings in a kite are independent and D(G) is an outer plane,W is an
independent set. Hence,W corresponds to a disjoint face set R of G.
Let H = {h1, h2, . . . , ht} be all the faces of G corresponding to the non-wing vertices of D(G). For any hi ∈ H , suppose
that hi corresponds to the non-wing vertex ui of D(G). Then ui has odd neighbors inducing a path, say P = v1v2 . . . v2s−1.
We claim that v1 ∈ W . If not, since each triangle of D(G) has one wing, v2 should be a wing of the kite containing ui and
v1 as its non-wing vertices. There is an other wing v′2 of this kite adjacent to both ui and v1. Since D(G) is an outer plane,
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Fig. 7. The faces inscribed within black points in G are the faces of the even cover of G.
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Fig. 8. Examples of the F-type, D-type and O-type polygonal systems together with their even covers: the faces inscribed within black points are the faces
in their corresponding even covers and the edges marked are the odd paths.
v′2 6∈ {v1, v2, . . . , v2s−1}. But v1, v2, . . . , v2s−1 are all the neighbors of ui by our assumption, a contradiction. Henceforth,
v1 ∈ W . Successively, v2j−1 ∈ W for each 1 6 j 6 s, since each triangle has exactly one wing (see Fig. 7).{v1, v3, . . . , v2s−1} ⊆ W and thus corresponds to a subset of R. Then G− R contains a component which is an odd path,
named Pi, on hi. Furthermore, vertices of Pi have degree 2 in G. Then R ∪ {P1, P2, . . . , Pt} is an even cover of G. An example
is shown in Fig. 7 and also benzenoid systems with even covers are taken as examples in Fig. 8. 
Let G1,G2 be two polygonal systems of either F-type, D-type, or O-type, with even covers R1 and R2, respectively.
Certainly, each path of Ri (i = 1, 2) has a perfect matching and we call an edge in this perfect matching an M-edge of
Gi. Faces of an even cover are called covering faceswhile faces whose boundary contain some path of the even cover are non-
covering. Note that if G is of F-type orD-type, non-covering faces of G have odd neighboring faces.We define two operations,
the gluing operation and the lapping operation, on G1 and G2.
Definition 3.4. The gluing operation on G1 and G2 along e, denoted by G1 ∨e G2, is to patch up G1 and G2 by gluing anM-edge
of G1 with one of G2 into one edge e.
Definition 3.5. The lapping operation on G1 and G2 along f , denoted by G1 ∨f G2, is to patch up G1 and G2 by lapping a non-
covering face of G1 with one of G2 into one face f such that no vertices of degree more than 3 or even chains are produced.
The common edge and common face of G1 and G2 in the two operations are called a gluing edge and a lapping face,
respectively. Fig. 9 gives some examples of the gluing operation and lapping operation.
Let G1,G2, . . . ,Gr be a set of polygonal systems of either F-type, D-type, or O-type. Then they have even coversRi (i =
1, 2, . . . , r), respectively. A polygonal system obtained from G1,G2, . . . ,Gr by r−1 gluing and lapping operations is a graph
G obtained from G1,G2, . . . ,Gr by running r − 1 gluing and lapping operations on pairs of them such that G is connected
and G ∈ G. We call Gi (i = 1, 2, . . . , r) a segment of G. Note here, for some face of G, there may be more than one gluing and
lapping operation done along it. An example is illustrated in Fig. 10.
Let G ∈ G. We call a subgraph of G with no separating faces a non-separating component, which is called maximal if it is
not contained properly in any other one. Let S be a set of vertices of G. An S-lobe of G is an induced subgraph of G whose
vertex set consists of S and the vertices of a component of G−S. For a facial cycle f of G, we use f -lobe shortly for a V (f )-lobe.
By Zheng’s result [25], each 3-resonant benzenoid system can be obtained from a set of benzenoid systems of the four
types in Fig. 1 just by gluing operations. A construction method is presented for all the 3-resonant polygonal systems in G,
which contains Zheng’s result for benzenoid systems.
Theorem 3.6. Every 3-resonant polygonal systemG inG can be constructed from r (r > 1) F-type, D-type and O-type 3-resonant
graphs by r − 1 gluing and lapping operations on them.
Proof. Let G1,G2, . . . ,Gt be all the maximal non-separating components of G. We shall prove that each of G1,G2, . . . ,Gt is
of either F-type, D-type, or T -type.
We use induction on t . When t = 1, it necessarily holds, since G itself is 3-resonant without separating faces.We suppose
that the assertion holds for all integers less than t (>2). Now consider the case t . Choose an arbitrary separating face f of G.
Then each f -lobe belongs to G. Next we shall show that each f -lobe is 3-resonant. The following claim is needed.
Claim 1: Let f be any separating face of G. Then chains of G on f are odd, and 3-degree vertices on f induce a union of odd
paths.
Proof. Suppose that there is an even chain P on f . Since f is separating, the two ends of P lie on two disjoint faces h1 and
h2, different from f , in two distinct f -lobes. Hence, G− h1− h2 contains an odd component induced by the internal vertices
of P . That means G is not 2-resonant, a contradiction. On the other hand, suppose that f has odd 3-degree vertices in some
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Fig. 9. (a) Examples for the gluing operation; (b) Examples for the lapping operation.
Fig. 10. A 3-resonant polygonal system obtained from 7 F-type, D-type and O-type 3-resonant polygonal systems by 6 gluing operations and lapping
operations on them.
f -lobe G′. Let P ′ be the even path of f induced by these vertices. Then the components of G′ − f are components of G − f .
Since G is 1-resonant, G′ − f has even vertices. But then G− f1 − f2 has odd vertices in this f -lobe, where faces f1 and f2 are
chosen as shown in Fig. 11. That is also a contradiction. 
Let G′ be any f -lobe of G. Then G′ must have even vertices. If not, G − f has odd components, which is impossible. Let
P be the path of f induced by the 3-degree vertices of f in G′ with two ends u and v (see Fig. 12). Then P is an odd path by
Claim 1. We assert that G′ is 3-resonant. It suffices to show that for any set of no more than three disjoint faces F of G′, every
component of G′ − F has perfect matchings.
Let H be an arbitrary component of G′ − F . If f ∈ F , then H is also a component of G − F . Since G is 3-resonant, H has a
perfect matching. Now suppose that f 6∈ F . If f − P 6⊆ H , then H is a component of G − F and thus has a perfect matching.
Hence we assume f − P ⊆ H . LetM be a perfect matching of G− F . If only one of u and v, say u, is matched to its neighbor
on f − P inM , then |V (G′) \ V (f − (P − u))| is even, since these vertices are covered by F orM . But |V (f − (P − u))| is odd.
Hence |V (G′)| is odd, a contradiction.
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Fig. 11. The illustration for the proof of Claim 1.
Fig. 12. The illustration for the proof of Theorem 3.6.
Fig. 13. The illustration for the proof of Claim 2.
Hence, in any perfect matching M of G − F , since |V (G′)| is even, both u and v match to vertices of f − P or neither do.
In both of the cases, H has a perfect matching, which is the union ofM ∩ E(H − (f − (P − u− v))) and a perfect matching
of f − (P − u− v) and the union ofM ∩ E(H − (f − P)) and a perfect matching of f − P , respectively. Thus H has a perfect
matching. Hence any f -lobe is 3-resonant.
Now we can use induction hypothesis. The maximal non-separating components of each f -lobe are of either F-type,
D-type, or T -type by the induction hypothesis. Thus all the maximal non-separating components of all f -lobes, which are
exactly G1,G2, . . . ,Gt , are of either F-type, D-type, or T -type.
Note from the above that G is obtained from G1,G2, . . . ,Gt by lapping common faces (i.e., the separating faces) of pairs
of them. To finish the proof of the theorem, we will prove that each of these lapping processes can be viewed as either a
gluing operation or a lapping operation. This is immediately obtained following the next several claims.
Claim 2: Let f be a separating face of G. If f is a face of a D-type Gi, then f is non-covering in Gi.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that f is a covering face of the even coverRi, obtained in Lemma3.3, ofGi. Then it corresponds
to a wing w of D(Gi) and there is another wing w′, which corresponds to face f ′ in Gi, in the same kite as w. Let h1 be one
of the neighboring faces of f and H the component of G − f − h1 containing f ′ − h1 (see Fig. 13). Then V (H) is the union
of vertices of some components of G − f − f ′ and V (f ′ − h1). Since G is 3-resonant, all the components of G − f − f ′ are
even. Furthermore, |V (f ′ − h1)| is even. Hence |V (H)| is even. Moreover, each chain of G on f is odd. Let P1 be the chain on
f with one end adjacent to a vertex of H and h2 the face containing the other end of P1 in another f -lobe of G. Denote by H ′
the component of G− h1− h2 that contains H . Then |V (H ′)| = |V (H)|+ |V (P1)|− 1 and thus |V (H ′)| is odd, a contradiction
to the fact that G is 2-resonant. Hence, f cannot be a covering face of G. 
Claim 3: For an F-type Gj, let S be the set of faces of Gj which are separating faces of G. Then either S ⊆ {f1, f3, . . . , f2m−1}
or S ⊆ {f2, f4, . . . , f2m}, where f1, f2, . . . , f2m are the faces of Gj in cyclic order around the internal face f ′ of Gj. Therefore, all
the faces in S can be viewed as non-covering faces with respect to one of the two even covers of Gj.
Proof. It suffices to prove that there are no two faces fi and fj in S such that i and j have opposite parities. If there are, let fi
and fj(i < j) be such a pair and further assume that ft 6∈ S for any i < t < j. Then G−h1−h2− f ′ contains an odd component
H , where faces h1 and h2 are chosen as in Fig. 14, a contradiction. 
Claim 4: The face-lapping process of a T -type Gi and some Gj can be viewed as gluing operations.
Proof. Since the T -type Gi is a maximal non-separating component of G, Gi is a union of two even faces, say f1 and f2, sharing
an edge named e. Then Gi = f1 ∨e f2, where a single even cycle is of O-type. Suppose that Gj is a maximal non-separating
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Fig. 14. The illustration for the proof of Claim 4.
a b
Fig. 15. (a) G1 ∪ T1 ∪ G2 = G1 ∨e G2; (b) G1 ∪ T1 ∪ T2 ∪ G2 = G1 ∨e1 f2 ∨e2 G2 , where Ti (i = 1, 2) is the union of fi and fi+1 .
Fig. 16. The illustration for the proof of Lemma 4.1.
component of G that shares f1 with Gi. If Gj = f0 ∨e0 f1 for some even face f0 and edge e0, then e and e0 belong to the same
perfect matching of f1 since G has no even chains. Thus Gj ∪Gi = f0 ∨e0 f1 ∨e f2. Otherwise, f1 is non-covering in Gj by Claims
2 and 3. Since there are no even chains on f1, e is an M-edge of Gj. Hence, Gi ∪ Gj = f2 ∨e Gj. More examples are shown in
Fig. 15. 
By Claims 2 and 3 and the definition of a lapping operation, the face-lapping process of a Gi and a Gj, which are of D-type
or F-type, can be viewed as a lapping operation. Together with Claim 4, the proof is finished. 
4. 3-resonant polygonal systems in G are maximally resonant
We have established a construction method for 3-resonant graphs in G. In this section, we shall show that polygonal
systems in G constructed by our method are maximally resonant. Hence, 3-resonance implies maximal resonance for them.
Lemma 4.1. Let G be an F-type, D-type, or O-type polygonal system. Then G is k-resonant for any k > 3.
Proof. If G is of O-type, it is necessarily maximally resonant. We assume that G is of either F-type or D-type. By Lemma 3.3,
G has an even cover, sayR. It suffices to prove that G− F has a perfect matching for any set F of disjoint faces of G. In fact,
we will show a stronger assertion that G− F permits a perfect matching using edges ofR only.
LetR′ := {Ri ∈ R : Ri ∈ F or Ri is adjacent to some faces of F}. ThenR′ ⊆ R and thus G−R′ has a perfect matchingM
using only edges ofR. If for each Ri ∈ (R′ \ F), E(F) ∩ E(Ri) is a subset of a perfect matching of Ri, then the graphR′ − F
has a perfect matching, sayM ′. ThusM ∪M ′ is a perfect matching of G− F that uses only edges ofR and we are done.
In fact, we shall show that E(F) ∩ E(Ri) is indeed a subset of a perfect matching of Ri for each Ri ∈ (R′ \ F). Note that
every path ofR belongs to a unique interior face of G. Hence if a path ofR has a common node with F , then the entire path
lies on some face of F . Suppose to the contrary that for some face Ri ∈ (R′ \ F), there are fi, fj ∈ F adjacent to Ri and their
common edges e1, e2 with Ri lie in two different perfect matchings of Ri. Thus Ri − e1 − e2 consists of two even paths, say
P ′ and P ′′. Moreover, fi and fj are disjoint. Hence the length of each of P ′ and P ′′ is at least two. Since Ri is not separating,
either all the vertices on P ′ or all the vertices on P ′′ are inner vertices of G. Without loss of generality, suppose that all the
vertices of P ′ are inner vertices. Let P ′ = w1w2 . . . w2n+1 (n > 1) and wrwr+1 = hr ∩ Ri for 1 6 r 6 2n (see Fig. 16). hr and
hr+1(1 6 r 6 2n) have another common vertex, named vr+1, besideswr+1.
Since v2 is a 3-degree vertex and Ri does not cover it, there is an other (R 3)Rj 6= h1, h2 covering v2. Then v2 is an inner
vertex. Hence the inner vertex w2 is adjacent to three inner vertices w1, w3 and v2. That is impossible by Proposition 3.1.
Thus E(F) ∩ E(Ri) is a subset of a perfect matching of Ri for each Ri ∈ (R′ \ F). 
Note that in the above, an M-edge of G belongs either to E(F) or to perfect matchings of G− F that uses only edges ofR.
Lemma 4.2. Let G(∈ G) be a polygonal system obtained from r(r > 1)F-type, D-type or O-type polygonal systems by r − 1
gluing and lapping operations on them. Then G is k-resonant for any k > 3.
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Fig. 17. 3-resonant polygonal systems with faces of size 4.
Fig. 18. 3-resonant plane graphs which are not maximally resonant.
Proof. Let G1, . . . ,Gr be the r F-type, D-type and O-type polygonal systems to form G with even covers R1,R2, . . . ,Rr ,
respectively. We shall show a stronger assertion that for any set F of disjoint faces of G, G − F has a perfect matching
containing only edges ofR1,R2, . . . ,Rr .
We proceed by induction on r . If r = 1, by the proof of Lemma 4.1, G − F has a perfect matching containing only edges
ofR1. Suppose the assertion is true for all integers less than r . We consider the case r . Let F be any set of disjoint faces of G.
Suppose that G′ is the connected subgraph of G that is the union of G1, . . . ,Gr−1, and G = G′ ∨ Gr , where G′ ∨ Gr denotes
either a gluing operation or a lapping operation on some Gi (i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r − 1}) and Gr . Let F1 = G′ ∩ F and F2 = Gr ∩ F .
First suppose that G′ ∨ Gr is a gluing operation and e is the gluing edge. Then e is an M-edge of both Gi and Gr . Let h1
and h2 be the faces of G′ and Gr that contain e, respectively. Since F is a disjoint set, at most one of h1 and h2 belongs to F .
Without loss of generality, suppose that h1 6∈ F . By the induction hypothesis, G′ − F1 has a perfect matchingM1 containing
only edges ofR1,R2, . . . ,Rr−1. Then e ∈ M1. On the other hand, Gr − F2 has a perfect matchingM2 using only edges ofRr .
Then (M1 − {e}) ∪M2 is the desired perfect matching of G− F .
Otherwise, suppose that G′ ∨ Gr is a lapping operation and f is the lapping face. Let P1, . . . , Pt be the paths of f induced
by 3-degree vertices of f in G′ and Pr the one in Gr . Then these paths are all odd paths, since every lapping face has odd
neighboring faces in an F-type or D-type segment of G.
Case 1: f ∈ F .
By the induction hypothesis, both G′ − F1 and Gr − F2 have perfect matchings, say M1 and M2, respectively, using only
edges ofR1,R2, . . . ,Rr . ThenM1 ∪M2 is the desired perfect matching of G− F .
Case 2: f 6∈ F .
Since f is a lapping face, it is non-covering in any segment of G containing it and there are no even chains of G on f . By the
induction hypothesis, G′ − F1 has a perfect matchingM1 containing only edges ofR1,R2, . . . ,Rr−1, which restricted on Pr
and chains of G on f are perfect matchings of them. Symmetrically, Gr−F2 has a perfect matchingM2 using only edges ofRr ,
which restricted on P1, . . . , Pt and chains of G on f are perfect matchings of them. Then (M1−E(Pr))∪ (M2−E(⋃i=1,...,t Pi))
is the desired perfect matching of G− F . 
Theorem 3.6, Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 yield the main results of this paper.
Theorem 4.3. A polygonal system in G is k-resonant (k > 3) if and only if it can be obtained from r(r > 1)F-type, D-type or
O-type polygonal systems by r − 1 gluing and lapping operations on them.
Theorem 4.4. Let G ∈ G. Then G is maximally resonant if and only if it is 3-resonant.
Corollary 4.5 ([24]). A 3-resonant benzenoid system is maximally resonant.
Corollary 4.6. All 3-resonant catacondensed polygonal systems in G are maximally resonant.
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It can be seen that Lemma 2.7 and Corollary 4.6 still hold if those catacondensed polygonal systems contain faces of size
4. In fact, if faces of size 4 exist, then the characterizations of Lemma 2.6 are still valid and the equivalent relation between
3-resonance and maximal resonance also holds.
However, for polygonal systems with internal faces, Lemma 2.5 does not always hold in the case when faces with size 4
occur. See the graph in Fig. 17 for instance. The maximal resonance of polygonal systems with faces of size 4 remains open.
On the other hand, a 3-resonant plane bipartite graph is not necessarily maximally resonant. There are two examples in
Fig. 18.
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